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A series of nano/micro-sized metal–organic
frameworks with tunable photoluminescence
properties†

Yuhua Zheng,a Kai Liu,b Xun Sun,a Rengui Guan,a Huijuan Su,a Hongpeng You*c

and Caixia Qi*a

Present studies on metal–organic frameworks (MOF) mainly focus on macro-scaled single crystals. How-

ever, the realization of MOF nanocrystals via a bottom-up one-step method still remains a significant chal-

lenge. Here, hierarchically assembled nanostructures of lanthanide-based MOFs with 1D and 3D morphol-

ogies have been successfully fabricated via a simple and rapid solution phase method at room

temperature. Upon UV excitation, these nanomaterials exhibit highly efficient tunable luminescence prop-

erties, which come from the Eu3+ or Tb3+ ions. Moreover, white-light emission can be achieved by co-

activating the organic ligand, Eu3+ and Tb3+ ions in the nano-MOFs.
1. Introduction

Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), in which metal ions or
metal clusters are connected by molecular building blocks
consisting of organic molecules or organometallic complexes,
have attracted a great deal of attention1–4 due to their well-
defined coordination geometries and useful applications in
gas storage, catalysis, optics, recognition, and separation. In
the past two decades, a structural study of macro-scaled crys-
talline samples is of main fundamental interest in metal–
organic materials based on single-crystal X-ray analysis. How-
ever, miniaturization of the size of MOF crystals to the nano-
meter scale by functionalizing the crystal interfaces will pro-
vide further opportunities to integrate novel functions into
the materials without changing the characteristic features of
the metal–organic crystal itself, and will allow the correlation
between the chemical and physical properties and interfacial
structures of nanocrystalline MOFs (nano-MOF) to be investi-
gated. Recently, several nano- and micro-scaled particles from
metal–organic complexes have been successfully prepared by
solvent-induced precipitation,5 reverse microemulsion,6

electrospinning,7 hydrothermal,8 and solvothermal methods.9
These thought-provoking studies suggest that the suitable
design of reaction routes and selection of the metal ions and
ligands could open a new field for preparing nano/micro-
scaled metal–organic materials from the molecular level,
enabling their use in a broad range of applications10–15

including catalysis, biosensing, biomedical imaging, and anti-
cancer drug delivery. However, the introduction of high tem-
perature or pressure for the fabrication of nanoarchitectures
induces heterogeneous impurities, increases the production
cost, and leads to difficulties in scale-up production.

Lanthanide-based MOFs have been extensively investi-
gated, acting as luminescent devices, magnets, catalysts, and
other functional materials, because of their electronic, opti-
cal, and chemical characteristics resulting from the 4f
electronic shells.16–21 In our previous work, some nano-sized
metal–organic compounds based on lanthanide ions (Ln3+)
and benzenetricarboxylic acid (BTC) have been constructed
successfully.22–25 For example, 1D nanobelts based on the
coordinated assembly of Tb3+ ions and BTC ligands have
been fabricated.25 The luminescent color of the nanobelts
can be easily shifted from green to green-yellow, yellow,
orange and red-orange by doping with Eu3+ ions (Tb–BTC:
Eu3+). However, it is still a challenge to develop a general
strategy regarding the rational choice of different lanthanide
ions for tuning nano-MOF assemblies. Moreover, the selec-
tion of suitable host-activators and precise control of differ-
ent combinations of doped Ln3+ ions are consistently needed
for highly efficient tunable nano-MOF luminescence. Herein,
we present the successful preparation of a series of nano-
MOFs (Y–BTC, Gd–BTC, Ce–BTC, Sm–BTC, and Tm–BTC)
with 1D and 3D architectures on a large scale via one-step
precipitation in the solution phase under ambient conditions
, 2015, 17, 2321–2326 | 2321
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Fig. 1 Schematic route for the preparation of nano/micro-sized crystals of lanthanide benzenetricarboxylate (Ln–BTC). (a) The used building
blocks: a series of lanthanide nitrates and organic ligand 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid. (b) The formed 1D ribbon-like molecular motifs of Ln–
BTC (the hydrogen atoms were omitted for clarity, Ln = dark green, O = red, C = gray). (c, d) Coordination induced assembly of Ln–BTC nano-
crystals with 1D and 3D architectures.
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(Fig. 1). Emission colors are tunable in these nano-MOFs by
doping with Eu3+ and Tb3+ ions. Very interestingly, white
light emission can be achieved by the combination of photo-
luminescence characteristics of the BTC ligand and Eu3+ and
Tb3+ ions codoped in the Ce–BTC host.
2. Experimental parts
2.1 Materials

The rare earth oxides, including Y2O3, Gd2O3, Sm2O3, Tm2O3,
Eu2O3 and Tb4O7 (99.99%), were purchased from Wuxi Yiteng
Rare-Earth Limited Corporation (China). 1,3,5-Benzenetri-
carboxylic acid (BTC) (98%) was purchased from Alfa Aesar
Chemical Company. HNO3 and ethanol (both with purity of
A. R.) were purchased from Beijing Fine Chemical Company
(China). All of the chemicals were used directly without fur-
ther purification.
2.2 Preparation

LnĲNO3)3 aqueous solution (pH = 3–4) was obtained by dis-
solving Y2O3, Gd2O3, Sm2O3, Tm2O3, Eu2O3 and Tb4O7 in
dilute HNO3 solution under heating with agitation. In a typi-
cal synthesis of Tm–BTC/Sm–BTC nanocrystals, 4 mL of
0.5 M TmĲNO3)3 or SmĲNO3)3 aqueous solution was added
into 40 mL of 0.05 M BTC ethanol–water solution Ĳv/v = 1 : 1)
under vigorous stirring at room temperature, and a large
amount of white precipitate was formed. After reaction for
30 min, the precipitate was collected by centrifugation, washed
several times with ethanol and water, and dried in air for
characterization. A similar process was employed to prepare
Gd0.95Eu0.05–BTC, Gd0.95Tb0.05–BTC, Ce0.90Eu0.05Tb0.05–BTC,
and Y0.95Eu0.05–BTC, except for adding the mixed LnĲNO3)3
aqueous solutions (e.g., 4 mL of 0.5 M GdĲNO3)3 + 0.21 mL of
0.5 M EuĲNO3)3) at the initial stage, while other reaction
parameters were kept unchanged.
2322 | CrystEngComm, 2015, 17, 2321–2326
2.3 Characterization

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were obtained using
a D8 Focus (Bruker) diffractometer (continuous, 40 kV,
40 mA, increment = 0.02°). Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
data were recorded with a thermal analysis instrument (SDT
2960, TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) at a heating rate of
10 °C min−1 in an air flow of 100 mL min−1. The morphology
and composition of the samples were inspected using a field
emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM, S-4800,
Hitachi) equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray spectro-
scope (EDX, JEOL JXA-840). Photoluminescence excitation
and emission spectra were recorded with a Hitachi F-4500
spectrophotometer equipped with a 150 W xenon lamp as the
excitation source.

3. Results and discussion

Nano-MOFs of Ln–BTC (Sm–BTC, Tm–BTC, Gd0.95Eu0.05–BTC,
Gd0.95Tb0.05–BTC, Ce0.90Eu0.05Tb0.05–BTC, and Y0.95Eu0.05–
BTC) were prepared by directly mixing LnĲNO3)3 and BTC
solutions (Fig. 1a). Due to the strong coordinated interactions
between the Ln3+ ions and carboxylic acids of BTC, the
formed hydrophobic Ln–BTC was precipitated efficiently
from an aqueous environment. After centrifugation and dehy-
dration, the purified Ln–BTC samples were first analyzed by
powder X-ray diffraction (XRD). As shown in Fig. 2, all the
samples were well-crystallized in spite of the moderate reac-
tion conditions. All of the diffraction peaks can be well
indexed to the bulk phase of La–BTC.26 Their structure can
thus be monoclinic with the space group Cc. No peaks of
impurities were detected, indicating that all the Ln3+ ions
have been effectively coordinated with the BTC ligand. The
center Ln atom is nine-coordinated by three oxygen atoms
from three carboxylate groups of BTC ligands as well as six
oxygen atoms from water molecules to form a tricapped trigo-
nal prismatic geometry (Fig. S1†). As shown in Fig. 1b, the
Ln–BTCMOF structure consists of parallel ribbon-likemolecular
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 2 XRD patterns of the as-prepared Ln–BTC nanocrystals (a,
Y0.95Eu0.05–BTC 1D nanobelts; b, Gd0.95Eu0.05–BTC 1D nanorods; c,
Ce0.90Eu0.05Tb0.05–BTC 3D nanobundles; d, Sm–BTC 3D nanobundles;
e, Tm–BTC 3D nanobundles) and simulated XRD pattern using the
X-ray structure of La(BTC) single crystal (f).26 These results reveal that
the obtained samples are isostructural with the La–BTC structure. The
spectral shift of the diffraction peaks can be explained by the change
in ionic radii.

Fig. 3 SEM images of the Ln–BTC 1D nanocrystals. (a, b) The obtained
Y0.95Eu0.05–BTC nanobelts. (c, d) The obtained Gd0.95Eu0.05–BTC
nanorod bundles. The growth of 1D nanocrystals is largely determined
by the anisotropic nature of the Ln–BTC structure.
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motifs extending along one direction, which could be the rea-
son for the 1D nanobelt formation (Fig. 1c). In addition, the
combination of noncovalent interactions (hydrogen bonding
and π–π stacking of phenyl groups) could lead to the forma-
tion of a 3D network structure (Fig. S1†), which may be use-
ful for the micro-scaled assembly in 3D directions (Fig. 1d).
In addition, a spectral shift of the diffraction peaks has been
detected (Fig. 2), which can be explained by the change in
ionic radii. For example, when the La3+ ions were substituted
by the Tm3+ ions with a smaller radius as a result of lantha-
nide contraction, the crystal lattice constants as well as the
d-spacing decreased, and thus the diffraction angles
increased accordingly because of the Bragg equation, sin θ =
λ/2d, where d is the distance between two crystal planes, θ is
the diffraction angle of an observed peak, and λ is the X-ray
wavelength (1.54 Å). Furthermore, the thermal behaviors of
these samples were investigated by thermal gravimetric analy-
sis (TGA). These TGA curves (Fig. S1†) exhibited two major
stages of rapid weight loss in the temperature range from 80
to 1000 °C. The weight loss for the two stages was measured
to be ~25 and ~45%, respectively, which is basically in agree-
ment with the theoretical weight loss of the six water mole-
cules (23.68%) and the organic ligand (38.96%) of the
assumed structure LnĲBTC)ĲH2O)6. This indicated that six
water molecules are coordinated in the MOF structure,
matching well the structure analysis of bulky La(BTC).26

The morphology of the prepared nano-MOF was character-
ized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The low-
magnification SEM images (Fig. 3a) revealed that Y0.95Eu0.05–
BTC consists of a large quantity of well-dispersed 1D nano-
structures with lengths of 20–50 μm. The obvious creasing or
curling places in the higher magnification SEM image
(Fig. 3b) provided evidence that the as-synthesized products
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
possess a belt-like shape. It can be clearly seen that these
nanobelts exhibit smooth surfaces, which are about 100–200 nm
in width. The energy-dispersive X-ray spectra (EDX) of the
nanobelts show several peaks corresponding to Y, Eu, C, and
O elements in the range of 0–10 keV (Fig. S3a†), indicating
that these nanobelts are formed from yttrium, europium, and
benzenetricarboxylate, and the molar ratios of the metal ions
matched well with the assumed compound formula. Fig. 3c
and d show the Gd0.95Eu0.05–BTC products obtained under
the same conditions. Instead of nanobelt formation, nano-
bundles appeared which are composed of several nanorods.
The 1D nanorods exhibited a smooth surface and rectangular
cross section, without any creasing or curling places. They
have widths of about 150–200 nm, thicknesses of ~50 nm,
and lengths of around several micrometers. Fig. S2b† shows
the EDS spectrum of the final product, confirming that no
elements other than C, O, Gd, and Eu are present except for
the Si and Pt peaks from the measurement. It is well-known
that preferential growth often occurs in a crystal with struc-
tural anisotropy which has a relatively small lateral adhesion
energy.27 In the present experiments, the formation of
Y0.95Eu0.05–BTC nanobelts and Gd0.95Eu0.05–BTC nanorod
bundles is largely determined by the anisotropic nature of
the MOF structure. As shown in Fig. 1b, one can see that the
interesting feature of the compound is the presence of a 1D
ribbon-like molecular motif formed by the coordinating inter-
actions between the Ln3+ ion and the BTC ligand. Thus, it
suggests that the formed 1D ribbon-like structure could be
responsible for the anisotropic nucleation and growth pro-
cess of the 1D Ln–BTC nanostructures.

When BTC was reacted with other lanthanide ions
(Sm3+, Tm3+, and Ce3+), the morphology of these Ln(BTC)
products changed to 3D nanoarchitectures assembled by 1D
nanobelt or nanorod units. Fig. 4a and b show typical SEM
images of the uniform and well-dispersed straw-sheaf-like
Ce0.90Eu0.05Tb0.05–BTC assemblies on a large scale. The
CrystEngComm, 2015, 17, 2321–2326 | 2323
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Fig. 4 SEM images of the Ln–BTC 3D nanocrystalline architectures. (a,
b) The obtained Ce0.90Eu0.05Tb0.05–BTC 3D straw-sheaf structures. (c,
d) The obtained Sm–BTC 3D straw-sheaf structures. Both of them are
assembled by outspread and flexible nanobelts. (e, f) The obtained Tm–

BTC 3D straw-sheaf architectures, where the straw-sheaves are com-
posed of rigid nanorods.
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product looks like a straw-sheaf with two fantails consisting
of a bundle of outspread and flexible nanobelts, which are
2324 | CrystEngComm, 2015, 17, 2321–2326

Fig. 5 Photoluminescence properties of the as-prepared Ln–BTC nanocrys
rods, showing characteristic emission of the Eu3+ ions. (b) Excitation and em
tic emission of the Tb3+ ions. (c) Excitation and emission spectra of the Ce0
red emission approach the white-light region, indicating the partial energy
ticity diagram of Gd0.95Eu0.05–BTC (a point 0.565, 0.334), Gd0.95Tb0.05–BT
0.256), confirming the tunable photoluminescence by doping or codoping w
closely bonded to each other in the middle, so it is called a
“straw-sheaf structure”. Careful observations revealed that an
individual straw-sheaf has a length in the range of 7–10 μm
and a middle diameter in the range of 1–1.5 μm. The pre-
pared Sm–BTC also gave similar straw-sheaf-like microstruc-
tures, as confirmed by Fig. 4c and d. More interestingly,
when the Tm3+ ions were mixed with BTC, the generated
nano-MOF architectures were entirely composed of straw-
sheaves with more obvious radiating fantails, as shown in
Fig. 4e and f. These morphological characteristics demon-
strate that a sheaf of rigid rod-like crystals has been ban-
daged in the middle, with the top and bottom fanning out
while the middle remaining thin. The formation process of
hierarchical architectures is a complex process, which is
affected by both crystal growth environments and crystal
structures, including the degree of supersaturation, diffusion
of the reaction species, surface energy, and so forth.28 The
formation of these present hierarchical architectures is con-
sidered to be a crystal splitting process, as evidenced by some
inorganic nanomaterials29,30 and our previous results.23,24

The photoluminescence properties of Ln–BTC assemblies
were investigated in detail. Fig. 5a shows the excitation and
emission spectra of the Gd0.95Eu0.05–BTC nanorods. The
broadband excitation with two maxima at 260 and 292 nm is
due to the charge-transfer band between the O2− and Eu3+

ions and the π–π* electron transition of the organic bridging
ligand, respectively.22,31 Under excitation at 268 nm, the
emission spectrum consists of two main peaks at about 589
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015

tals. (a) Excitation and emission spectra of the Gd0.95Eu0.05–BTC nano-
ission spectra of the Gd0.95Tb0.05–BTC nanorods, showing characteris-

.90Eu0.05Tb0.05–BTC nanoarchitectures. The co-existing blue, green, and
transfer from the BTC ligand to the Eu3+ and Tb3+ ions. (d) CIE chroma-
C (b point 0.245, 0.572), and Ce0.90Eu0.05Tb0.05–BTC (c point 0.243,
ith Eu3+ and Tb3+ ions.
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and 615 nm, which are assigned to the 5D0–
7F1 and 5D0–

7F2
transitions of the Eu3+ ions, respectively. This result indicates
that the Eu3+ ions are essentially excited by host Gd–BTC
absorption. When the Tb3+ ions were doped into the same
host, the excitation was similar while the emission exhibited
four peaks centered at 489, 544, 585, and 620 nm, which cor-
respond to the 5D4–

7FJ (J = 6, 5, 4 and 3) transitions of the
Tb3+ ions, respectively (Fig. 5b). Furthermore, the Y0.95Eu0.05–
BTC nanobelts exhibited characteristic emission of the Eu3+

ions (Fig. S3†). These results indicated the efficient energy
transfer from the nano-MOF Ln–BTC host to the doped Eu3+

and Tb3+ ions. However, the emission spectra of the
Ce0.90Eu0.05Tb0.05–BTC sample excited at 264 nm exhibited
not only the characteristic emission of the Eu3+ and Tb3+

ions, but also the blue emission of the BTC ligand (Fig. 5c).
The stronger broadband in the range from 350 to 550 nm
comes from the emission of BTC in Ce0.90Eu0.05Tb0.05–BTC,
revealing that the partial efficient energy transfer takes place
from BTC to doped Eu3+ and Tb3+ ions, compared with the
emission spectra of Gd0.95Eu0.05–BTC, Gd0.95Tb0.05–BTC and
Y0.95Eu0.05–BTC, where very weak emission can be observed.
Very interestingly, white-light emission can be achieved in
the present system, as confirmed by the CIE chromaticity dia-
gram (Fig. 5d).

4. Conclusions

A series of nano/micro-sized lanthanide-based metal–organic
frameworks have been developed via a simple, rapid, and
effective one-step method. 1D nanostructures and 3D assem-
bled nanoarchitectures can be obtained by using different
lanthanide ions to chelate benzenetricarboxylic acid. The dif-
ferent forms of splitting are in accordance with the aniso-
tropic crystal structure of Ln–BTC. The as-prepared samples
show tunable emission between red and green due to the effi-
cient energy transfer from BTC to doped Eu3+ and Tb3+ ions.
Interestingly, white-light emission from the Ce0.90Eu0.05Tb0.05–BTC
nano-MOF can be achieved via limiting energy transfer. We
believe that the present results may serve as a guide for the
design and fabrication of novel MOF nanomaterials in a sim-
ple way.
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